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UGLE catches up with West Lancs!
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By now you should have received initial edition of ‘First
Rising’, UGLE’s new official newsletter. Future editions are
scheduled to be sent to all members every three weeks.
Therefore, to coordinate with this timescale the publication
of West Lancs Nuggets will now be moving to a three-week
cycle.
Of particular note in the first edition of First Rising is the publication of UGLE’s provisional blueprint for a COVID-19
exit strategy, a full copy of which can be found via this link: https://www.ugle.org.uk/a-provisional-blueprint-for-anexit-strategy. In our Province a small working group has been established, led by Phil Gunning, the Deputy Provincial
Grand Master, to explore local issues and to consider the potential development of Provincial guidance.

You can still wear your 2021 Stewards’ Jewel with Pride
Phil Preston, Provincial Grand Charity Steward

Many brethren are wearing their West Lancashire 2021 Festival Jewel with great pride in the
knowledge that they are supporting the Masonic Charitable Foundation.
The Masonic Charitable Foundation (MCF) has, since it was created four years ago, given on
average over a £1,000,000 a year to this Province in support of Freemasons, family,
dependents and widows. It is therefore even more important that we continue to support the
MCF through the Festival.
During this unprecedented suspension of all Masonic activities, due to the outbreak of the
COVID-19 virus, we are unable to continue our normal giving through the ‘Gift Aid Envelope
Scheme’ however, if you would like to continue your support of the 2021 Festival, the MCF
have agreed to extend the direct debit scheme for a further year. In effect, the Festival will
still be concluding in May 2021 but any mandates running until 2022 will be included in the
final Festival total. This means you can set up a direct debit for 24 monthly payments of £10,
or less, if you have already accrued donations to the Festival.
Please contact your group charity steward if you need to know your individual donations total
to date for the Festival.
Could I take this opportunity to thank each and every brother in West Lancashire who is
supporting the Festival and, for those yet to make a commitment, I would ask you to consider
doing so. In the immediate future, there is likely to be a greater call on our charities than any
of us have ever witnessed in our lifetime. COVID-19 presents a clear and present danger to us
all but, no matter what happens, it is reassuring to know that the Masonic charities will be
there for us in time of personal need.

Robert Lomas Podcasts
In the last edition of Nuggets, Stewart Cranage, the Provincial Grand Mentor, was pleased to
announce that Robert Lomas, the renowned Masonic author, had aggreed to make his podcasts
available. For full details see: https://www.westlancsfreemasons.org.uk/mentoring-homepage/robert-lomas-podcasts-initiative/
Any master, principal, secretary or scribe Ezra can, if they wish subscribe directly to Robert as a
facilitator. However, Stewart Cranage is willing to act as facilitator for any lodge or chapter
within West Lancashire who may be interested. To enrol your lodge or chapter via Stewart,
please complete the request form at: https://www.westlancsfreemasons.org.uk/mentoring-

home-page/robert-lomas-podcasts-request-form/

Is a polymath a parrot that likes algebra or something we should try to become?
Reflections in lockdown, Barrie Crossley, AtoPGPs
Our charity continues but our halls are closed. Some ‘Zoom’
meetings but ritual is suspended. One sunny afternoon I sat down
(OK I had a G&T to hand) to do a little mind experiment. Out came
the little blue book that we all get to know so well and, in my
mind, I stripped away the wording to do with ceremonies, the
elements of the ritual connected to perambulation directions,
signs, tokens etc, and considered the remaining ‘essence’. This I
found grouped conveniently into three interwoven ‘themes’.
The first two themes will be no surprise to Freemasons. The first
theme concerns our own ‘internalised behaviour’ consisting of
humility, charity and honour. From the first moments of initiation
they are key elements of our Masonic DNA.
The second theme might be considered ‘public behaviour’
involving being faithful to our God, Sovereign / country and laws.
Addressed not only in the three degrees, ‘The Address to the
Wardens’ emphasises the need to be good examples of regularity
stating only in this way can we reasonably expect compliance
from others. ‘The Address to the Brethren’ very powerfully picks
up and links these first two themes stating “…hence we learn to
be meek, humble and resigned; to be faithful to our God, our
country and our laws…” and goes on to indicate a need to be
empathetic to others.
Today we consider these issues in the context of 21st century
lives and experience. Pause for a second and consider the context
of early brethren, since it is they who formed the basis from
which our Freemasonry originated in 1717.
The first English person where there is written evidence of his
being initiated, Elias Ashmole, was born only 14 years or so after
the reign of Elizabeth I ended. This period includes the 30 Year
War (1618-1648) and the English Civil War (1642-1651). Trying
sociocultural and political times but also exciting, innovative
times.
We know Ashmole was interested in a wide range of topics and
an antiquarian of note as witnessed by the Ashmolean in Oxford.
He was one of the Founding Fellows of what became the Royal
Society (RS). Indeed, a relatively large number of Masons were
either Founders or early Fellows. The opening lecture (1660) was
given by Christopher Wren. At the RS, Ashmole would have
rubbed shoulders with, for example, Boyle (Boyle’s Law) and
Hooke (Hooke’s Law) and from 1672 Isaac Newton
(investigations into the nature of light, motion, gravity and of
course that favourite of school children, [shared with Leibniz],
calculus and many, many other things!). These were individuals,
acknowledged as polymaths, who set the foundations of the Age
of Enlightenment (or Reason) that extended from the late 17th
century to the early 19th century. In those days polymaths such
as Newton could pretty well know all of that which was known.
Today, by necessity, we tend to accept a less onerous expectation
to the definition.
The period of innovation and development continued well
beyond the Age of Enlightenment and can be said to include
industrialists as well as academics and others.
We must not forget that as Masonry developed, amongst the
membership could be found many of very high rank and power.
For such people, in those early days, one can only imagine the
impact of Masonic ritual, particularly the first degree.

However, it is the third theme that particularly fascinates me. Of
the themes, perhaps it is the one we tend to mention and
subsequently rather gloss over. Thinking back to Elias Ashmole
together with those who moved England towards and into the
Age of Enlightenment, it should not be a surprise that the third
theme indicates the desirability of a thirst for knowledge, both
new and old, and the dissemination of that knowledge. It appears
Masonry has built within it a desire for Masons to develop
towards being polymaths.
Today in the first degree we talk about the advantages of
education and more specifically the candidate is instructed to
study the liberal arts and sciences. Education is also noted in the
working tools as essential for members of an ordered society.
Without spoiling it for those who have yet to go through the
various degrees the theme is developed further in the second
degree when other fields of study are stipulated. The topic is
again mentioned in the third which develops other themes.
The Royal Arch (RA) focuses on one of the most, if not the most,
difficult and challenging philosophical areas. Certainly, a
potential minefield in the days of Ashmole. Could that be one
reason why RA holds such an exalted role and why at one time
you had to go through the chair before joining the RA? Again, not
wishing to spoil things for those who have yet to enjoy the RA
exaltation, I think I may be allowed the latitude of giving a brief
quote from the ‘Address to the Companions’ that brings together
the themes.
“… But when to these is added the pleasure that every
philanthropic heart must feel in doing good, in promoting
good order, in diffusing light and knowledge, in cultivating
Masonic charity, which is the great object of this sublime
institution…”
And so, the address goes on and develops.
As we join the ‘floor’ in either the Craft or RA we spend
considerable time learning the ritual and rightly so. Joining, being
installed, being promoted are all very special moments. However,
‘the lockdown’ has presented us with a chance to step back and
consider the intent behind the words.
We may have something to learn from those early Masons who
were involved in the foundations of the Age of Enlightenment
and beyond. Perhaps like them we need to study more and in
wider fields to seek out our true potential. Few will hit the heights
of Newton, but we will all be the better for trying.

Garston Masonic Hall help the elderly and vulnerable
Mal Yates, the Chairman of Garston Masonic Hall in South Liverpool, and his team of helpers have been working with
local councillors in their area to identify elderly and vulnerable people who have been suffering during the lockdown.
They have identified 70 such cases. Having received funding from the West Lancashire Freemasons’ Charity, Mark
charities, and an input of funds direct from Garston Masonic Hall, plus private donations, Mal and his team commenced
a food project that began on the 20 May. They are now delivering 280 fresh meals from Wednesday to Saturday for a sixweek period for this identified group of people. He’s delighted to say that feedback on the quality of their food prepared
by their resident chef, Tony Ackroyd, has been really good. These welcomed meals are delivered with the help of two of
the waitress staff, Kerry and Lauren, together with some of the hall’s Craft and Mark members.

Keeping in touch with your members

During the suspension of Masonic activities, it
is really important, indeed vital, that we all
keep in touch with one another. Here are two
great examples: a regular newsletter issues by
the Chapter of Hope No 2679; and a Zoom quiz
night by members of Baines Lodge No 7844,
(not sure that David Thomas has all the
answers though!).

If you would like to submit an article for a future edition of the West Lancs Nuggets
please contact Stewart Cranage, Provincial Grand Mentor: mentor@provinceofwestlancs.org
or Paul Renton, DepGSupt: paul.renton21@btinternet.com

